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M

obile-operated
sanitisation machine, apparatus
to measure tremors of a Parkinson’s disease
patient, machine that uses carbon dioxide to generate fuel, de-

vice for laying and wrapping
mid-day meal, cycle-operated
spraying machine, groundnut
seed thresher... These are some
of the innovative ideas that
have won the prizes for Dr APJ
Abdul Kalam Ignited Mind
Children Creativity and Innovation Awards, 2020.

CHARMI PANDYA
Class X, Vidyamandir, Palanpur, Gujarat
Innovation: Chair for old and physicallychallenged people

W

hen Charmi observed that
some people failed to sit on the
ground, while others fail to
stand, she came up with an idea of a
chair, where “the person sitting on it
could stand with the help of a handle
placed on the side, so that the pressure
on that handle will increase the meeting space.” Besides, “it will make it easier for persons with disabilities to get
up without any hardship,” she adds.

SHINING STARS
BODHISATVA KHANDERAO
Class VIII, Kendriya Vidyalaya, Maharashtra
Innovation: Labour-free multigrain
cleaning machine
VISHAL KUMAR,
Class IX, Damla, Yamuna Nagar, Haryana
Innovation: Battery rickshaw for cleaning purpose

V

ishal Kumar gave wings to
the proverb, ‘Cleanliness is
Godliness’ by coming up with a
solar-powered and a battery- operated rickshaw that has a broom attached
with the motor. It cleans the
street wherever the rickshaw moves. Importantly,
there is a solar panel that
charges the battery, making
it a cheap device.

C

alled mechanical sift, the machine
can be used to clean different types
of grain in every harvest season—
both manually and mechanically. This sift
is based on the first-class lever technique
with the fulcrum in the middle. The size of
the machine can be changed as per the requirement.If developed, it can be a blessing for the farmers, asserts Bodhisatva.

SANDIP BISWAS
Class XI, Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya,
Purulia, West Bengal
Innovation: Folding crutches with chair

T

o help the divyangs, who
face problems, while commuting, sitting and walking, Sandip has designed crutches that has a facility for sitting.
In this system, two parts of a
crutch can be folded to form a
chair and a person using can sit
with no extra efforts.

NEWS IN

This missile's name is a
portmanteau of two rivers
of two countries
CLUE 1: It's the world's first supersonic
missile to be in active service.
CLUE 2: It's the world's fastest cruise
missile currently in operation.
CLUE 3: It has recently been deployed
along the India-China border.
ANSWER: BRAHMOS. India on Sunday
test- fired the BrahMos cruise missile from
Indian Navy stealth destroyer, INS Chennai,
hitting a target in the Arabian Sea “successfully with pin-point accuracy”, according to the DRDO. Named after the
Brahmaputra and Moskva rivers, in India
and Russia respectively, it can travel at a
speed of Mach 2.8, and has been deployed
in Ladakh and Arunachal Pradesh during
the ongoing border stand-off with China

W

hen Yash saw his mother struggling for seed
separation of groundnut in the kitchen, he
came up with a machine— using parts of
motorcycle and bicycle —where when whole
groundnuts are poured, crushed earpods are
separated, while you rotate its pedal. It can
separate one kg seeds in a minute.

➤ This year nine national awards
and six appreciation awards have
been given to children for their
creativity and innovation
➤ Overall, more than 9,000 submissions were received from 22
states and Union territories
➤ Children studying up to class
XII or dropouts presented their
original ideas and innovations

DIGANTIKA BOSE
Class XII, Purba Bardhaman, W Bengal
Innovation: Ear pressure reduction
tool due to mask usage

JUI KESKAR
Class IX, The Orchid School,
Pune, Maharashtra
Innovation: Apparatus for
measuring

D

T

igantika’s idea of
coming up with an
ear pressure reduction tool came up after watching workers,
who have to work and
wear masks throughout
the day. With the help of
discarded plastics(or any
flexible board), she made
a design that sticks to the
back of the head, while
the mask is used reducing
the pressure.

RIDLEY SCOTT, JOAQUIN PHOENIX TO REUNITE
FOR FILM ON NAPOLEON BONAPARTE

V

eteran director Ridley
Scott and Hollywood
star Joaquin Phoenix
are teaming up once again for
a period feature, titled 'Kitbag',
which will see the 'Joker' actor
play French military leader and
emperor Napoleon Bonaparte.
The film marks the second collaboration between Scott and
Phoenix after the multiple Oscar-winning 'Gladiator' (2000).

ENTERTAINMENT

CLUES

YASH GOKUL KSHIRSAGAR
Class VIII, Malojiraje Vidyalaya, Satara,
Maharashtra
Innovation: Groundnut seed thresher

➤ 'Kitbag', the film's title, is
derived from the saying, ‘There
is a general's staff hidden in
every soldier's kitbag’
➤ A kitbag is a long narrow
bag, which is used by the soldiers to carry clothes and other
personal possessions
➤ According to Deadline, the
project is an original and personal look at Napoleon's origins
and his swift, ruthless climb to
become an emperor. It captures
Napoleon's famous battles, relentless ambition and strategic mind as
a leader and a war visionary

NEWS
IN

o measure
the tremors
of a patient
suffering
from
Parkinson’s disease,
Jui has devised a device that will keep
track of the 3-D
movement of the patient’s limb and
send signals to the database on the
cloud, where tremor profiling is generated. It will help doctors to know
the intensity, frequency and duration
of the tremor, she says.

BRIEF

CLICK
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MORE

NOW, PPE GOES LUXE

L

uxury PPE (Personal Protective Equipment)
is the latest attempt by high-fashion brands
to redefine the world of haute couture and protective gear. Earlier this month, French fashion house
Louis Vuitton announced that it would soon be launching the LV Shield, a protective visor, with gold
LIFESTYLE
studs embossed on the logo,
rumoured to be priced over a whopping $900! At the
Emmy Awards this year, the trophy presenters rocked
tuxedo hazmat suits while handing out the awards to a
lucky few at the virtual ceremony.

Corruption is criminal, immoral and the
ultimate betrayal of public
trust. In the midst of the
Covid-19 pandemic, corruption is proving to be even
more damaging in its
impact on the most vulnerable. The response to the
virus is creating new
opportunities to exploit
weak oversight and inadequate transparency, diverting funds away from people
in their hour of
greatest need
ANTONIO GUTERRES,
secy gen, UN

WHEN
WILLIAM
AND KATE
PLAYED
PICTIONARY
WITH
STUDENTS
The Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge played a
virtual game of
pictionary with a
group of children in
Pakistan recently to
mark a year since they
first met them. The
couple, who toured
the country in 2019,
spoke to kids
virtually at the
Islamabad Model
College for Girls and
the SOS Children’s Village in Lahore, which they visited, while they were
there a year ago. They were then given friendship bracelets by the
children at the village. William wore his recently, during a documentary
he filmed on mental health, which aired during the lockdown

Photo: Getty images

BRITISH COMPANY LAUNCHES
CHICKEN NUGGET INTO SPACE!

LAUGHTER, AN EFFECTIVE S
MEDICINE IN THESE TRYING TIMES

ome doctors, nurses and therapists
have a prescription for all of us to
get through this seemingly neverending pandemic: Try a little
laughter. Humour is not just a distraction
from the grim reality of the crisis, says Dr.
Michael Miller, a cardiologist. It’s a winning
strategy to stay healthy in the face of it.
“Having a good sense of humour is an excellent way to relieve stress and anxiety and
bring back a sense of normalcy during these
turbulent times,” he adds.

HOW TO GO ABOUT IT: Miller prescribes “one good belly
laugh a day” for his patients. It’s not just going “ha, ha,”
he explains, but a “deep physiological laugh that elicits
tears of joys and relaxation”
TRY THIS: Get your family together and laugh out loud every
morning for atleast five minutes. Invite everyone to crack
jokes or pretend the living room is a stage and host a comedy
night. Watch comedy serials/web series/youtube videos that
elect some serious giggles. Avoid the ones with laughter
tracks in the background, because no one laughs along

Laughter releases nitric oxide, a
chemical that relaxes blood vessels,
reduces blood pressure and decreases clotting, Miller said. In fact, a
study of older men and women in
Japan has confirmed that those who
tend to laugh more have a lower risk
of major cardiovascular illness.
Possessing a healthy sense of
humour is also associated with living
longer, says another study

I

celand Foods, a British supermarket
chain, sent a chicken nugget into space
for the first time ever as a part of their
50th birthday celebrations. “We don’t know
who needs to hear this, but we sent the firstever chicken nugget into space today..Why?
We have no idea, but it was out of this world!”,
the company tweeted. The company also released a one minute 59 seconds video that
showed how the chicken nugget was thrown
into the space and its journey captured on
camera. The nugget reportedly reached
about 1.10 lakh feet above the Earth in a
time period of 45 minutes. It then returned
back and landed safely with a parachute.

Photo: Getty images
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Write to us
Send your replies, contributions and
letters to the editor on
TOINIE175@GMAIL.COM/TIMESNIE175@GMAIL.COM
You can also post your articles,
paintings, sketches, debates,
concerns and feedback on
WWW.TOISTUDENT.COM
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READ. PLAY. LEARN

“Life is short, but there is always time
enough for courtesy.”
RALPH WALDO EMERSON, POET

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2020

AWWDORABLE COMICS

Have you ever heard
of apple halwa?
APPLE HALWA

1

Wash 1 kg apples and peel them. Cut into slices and run
them into a food processor until the apples are finely
ground.

2

In a pan heat 5 tbsp
ghee on medium
heat. Once hot, add
apple slices.

3

Cook the apples
until all the water is
evaporated.

4

Now add 1/2 cup
sugar and mix. Also
add 1 tbsp cinnamon
powder, 1 tsp nutmeg and 1 tsp cardamom powder. Enjoy
the delicious dessert.

Instagram: lizclimo

MASTERCLASS

SURYAKUMARI DENNISON, teacher, Aavishkar Academy, Bengaluru

M

uni encounters an
American who
engages him in
conversation, but they
talk at cross purposes.
Answer each of these
questions on R.K.
Narayan’s ‘A Horse and
Two Goats’ (from ‘Treasure
Trove’) by choosing correctly from the four
options.

F

B. Green
D. Red

2

How are the eyes of the statue of the
warrior described?

3

Which is the only pair of words that Muni
knows?

4

To which US state does the foreigner
belong?

B. Beady
D. Bulging

A. Come--Go
C. Hello--Goodbye

A. Minnesota
C. Connecticut

5

B. Yes--No
D. You--Me

B. Indiana
D. Arizona

What amount in rupees does Muni take
home?

A. 200

B. 100

C. 50

Go alone, observe and learn

D. 25

ANSWERS: 1) A. Blue 2) D. Bulging 3) B. Yes--No
4) C. Connecticut 5) B. 10

STAY
FIT

W

or the last 70 years, Ruskin Bond
has been doing the toughest thing
in the universe every single day:
waking up and facing the blank
page. That’s 70 years of first
drafts, re-drafts, edits and re-edits before a
story or a book or a collection penned by him
has landed in your hands. The author, a recipient of several awards including the Padma Vibhushan and Padma Shri, has
s t e a d i l y
churned out
stories at a
prolific pace,
which
includes bestsellers ‘The
Room on the
Roof ’,
‘The
Blue Umbrella’,
‘A Flight of Pigeons’
and
many more. In
2020 alone he
released ‘The
Little Book Of
E ve r y t h i n g ’ ;
‘Hop On: My
Adventures
on
Boats, Trains and Planes’, ‘Stories from my
childhood, Boy in a pullover, Koki’s song’.
So naturally, he is the best writing mentor,
and in his latest ‘How To Be A Writer’, he offers sage advice on how one can prepare to
write a fantastic story.

The author writing as warmly and affectionately as always, begins the book by going into all the reasons why he enjoys being
an author. That certainly will help you to introspect and be clear about the kind of writer
you want to be. Noting that “Putting a mood
or an idea into words is an occupation I tru-

As a young lad, Bond once had to travel to UK to meet a publisher. On his return journey, the author met and struck
a friendship with Koki, a 12-year-old
girl aboard the ship they were on. Hearing that he had no money for chocolates,
Koki shared her chocolates with him.
Bond would never see Koki again, but
she turns up in his stories as a character, most recently ‘Koki’s Song’. Bond
writes that his first novel, “The Room on
the Roof was based on a diary that I had
kept when I was sixteen. But it went
through at least two transformations in
the process of being turned into a novel.”

ly love”, Bond says that he plans to write
something every single day because he enjoys it. Additionally, he says that a writer
should be prepared with spending time alone,
to be with their thoughts, as you never know
what strikes the imagination. Writing that
he prefers “walking alone to walking with
others,” he says that how a “ladybird or the
wild rose would escape my attention if I was
engaged in a lively conversation with a companion.” One should also always carry a notebook, so that you can quickly note down an
idea, a thought, a sentence that can be used
to write a story. Heck, the author
even advises that one note
down their dreams as
sometimes they
can be the
springboards to some
of the best stories in
the world.

Be persistent about your
writing
Enumerating the qualities of a good
writer, Bond writes that ‘persistence’
is the most important quality that
will see you through in your literary
journey. He adds, “Persistence in
the face of failure, in the indifference of the world at large, during hard times and periods of illhealth. Persistence in the face of
many odds.” Let these wise words alone
remind you to never give up, or let a blank
and demanding page terrify you!

READ
An extraordinary bibliophile, Bond’s writing
advice is peppered generously with nuggets
about
famous
authors, stories or
characters that he has
found noteworthy or
memorable.
Bond
writes, “Study the style
of one of the great
masters of the
short story,
Somerset
Maugham.
He writes very
simply, but he has the knack
of getting to the heart and
mind of his characters, of telling a
story, and of carrying you along with him as
the narrative progresses.” We’d advise you

Lastly, be yourself

to make a list
of all that book references, and definitely read
through the comprehensive selection of book recommendations
that Bond offers at the end of the book.

HOW TO EXERCISE OUTDOORS SAFELY

hether you are taking a brisk walk in
the park or your
cycle out for a spin,
here are some dos
and don’ts to follow.
Tired of being stuck inside
their homes for over six
months, people are raring to
go out and exercise in parks,
on the road or any other
open space they can
find. Working out
amidst the greenery is great for
health but we
need to be careful
because of the
ongoing pan-

demic. Go ahead and get your fill of
fresh air but keep these tips in mind.

ommended. If it’s a group class you
wish to attend, ensure that it’s a
small group of two to three people,
says infectious disease specialist
Dr Kriti Sabnis.

Stay close to home
Being allowed to be outside
does not mean you venture
too far from your home.
“Do not be overenthusiastic about going for
long runs or cycling
very far from your
neighbourhood,” says
Dr Samrat Shah. It’s
also wise to choose
a time of day
when there

Avoid outdoors if sick
While everybody should be able to
exercise, keeping all these safety
precautions in mind, some people
should avoid going out at all –
including those suffering from cold,
cough or mild fever. “If you have
just recovered from Covid-19, avoid
stepping out for at least a month. If
you wish to exercise, do it at home,”
advises Dr Sabnis.
are fewer people
around.
Early
morning is a good
time to exercise
outdoors.

Be mindful of
surroundings
Basic, low-intensity workouts
that will not get your heart rate up
and leave you breathless are rec-

Facebook

Youtube

Mask up accordingly
“If you are wearing a mask when
exercising, you’re limiting the flow
of oxygen and blocking carbon
dioxide,” says fitness expert
Shivoham. Dr Shah suggests keeping the mask pulled down to your
chin when exercising. “That way, if
you see someone approaching, you
can slow down and pull the mask
up, touching only its exterior surface, and pull it down once more.”

instagram

Acti

Besides decoding the art of writing styles and
telling you how to create characters, brush
up on vocabulary and grammar; the
book showers you with encouragement
to be yourself. For Bond, that means
writing stories from your unique point of
view. He writes, “I have always advised young
writers— wishing to write novels or short stories— to set their stories in the places they
know about. Write about your hometown, the
places where you grew up, your immediate
neighborhood, where you are familiar with the
sights, sounds, people…’”. We agree.

vitie

s

MIND TEASERS (MATHS QUIZ)
Q.1) When a metallic ball bearing
is placed inside
a cylindrical container
of radius 2 cm, the height
of the water, inside the
container, increases by
0.6 cm. The radius, to the
nearest tenth of a
centimeter, of the
ball bearing is....
A. 1 cm B. 1.2 cm
C. 2 cm D. 0.6 cm

A. 888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8
B. 89 +78 + 888 + 88
C. 8 + 80 + 88 + 98 + 108 + 8
D. none of the above

Q.4) In a linear pair of
adjacent angles one angle
is 75, then what is
the other angle?
A. 85 B. 108
C. 105 D. 45

Q.2) If 5 boys take 7
hours to pack 35 cartons
then how many boys can
pack carton in 3 hours?
A. 26
C. 45

weights to get the number
1000?

B. 39
D. None of the above

Q.3) How can you add 8

Q.5) A restaurant sells
chicken in orders of 6, 9,
and 20. What is the
largest number of pieces
of chicken you cannot
order from this restaurant?
A. 40

B. 30 C. 43

D. 53

ANSWERS
(1) B) 1.2 cm (2) D) none of the above (3) A) 888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8
(4) C) 105 (5) C) 43

nitya.shukla@timesgroup.com
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A. Big
C. Bright

Use real life people to create fictional characters

Hint: Observe, read and record everything.

In what colour,
besides yellow, is
the Big House painted?
A. Blue
C. Pink

Ruskin Bond wants you
to write a good story

Whatsapp
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SCHOOL IS COOL
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2020

G

yan Bharati School,
Saket celebrated the
40th Anniversary of
the Founders Day over
three days which culminated in the grand celebration,
‘Walking Down Memory Lane’.
The list of guests included the
school Chairman Gopal Ansal, the
members of the school governing
body, the school Director Lata
Vaidyanathan, the Principal Nishi
Manglik, the Vice Principal Sanjay
Bhardwaj, the PTA members and
parents, along with alumni, current
students, and faculty, all gathered
to celebrate the school’s glorious
first four decades.
The highlight of the cultural
programme was the performance
of Ustad Faiyaz Wasifuddin Dagar,
an illustrious alumnus of the

ROUTE TO ROOTS
School and a Padma Shri awardee
(2010). On this occasion, a tribute
was paid to the founding father, Lala
Chiranjeelal Ansal, a visionary and
philanthropist. The school Chairman, Gopal Ansal shared the mem-

ories of his association with the
school, congratulating and expressing his good wishes to the management, administration, staff, parents and students on having
achieved this milestone.
The school marked this momentous occasion by releasing two
e-books, featuring the contribution
of the primary and high school students respectively: ‘Nature is Healing’, featuring the amazing gallery
of photographs and ‘Musings on
Covid Times’, an anthology of
short stories.
Through the segment presented by the first batch that passed out
in 1988, the school paid a tribute to
the loving memory and everlasting
contribution of Padam Shri MN Ka-

Chrysalis-I 2020: Online edition

D

elhi Public School, sec 45,
Gurgaon
organized
Chrysalis 2020. Ideated
by Aditi Misra, Chrysalis
aims to provide the young adults
with a platform where they can
share their stories of overcoming
hurdles in life and help inspire
others.
The theme of the
First
Edition
of
Chrysalis 2020 was
“The steering wheel of
your life is in your
hands”. The event featured 5 courageous
speakers from class IX
–XII. The diversity of
talks ranged from - finding
opportunities amidst
challenges,
body positivity and
self love to
growing from

S

DPS, East Punjabi Bagh celebrated its Founders’ Day.
The visionaries of the
school chairman Dayal
Chand Garg, Gopal Krishan Gupta, the Manager, and the laudable,
Dr Sushil Kumar Gupta attended
the occasion. It is
all the culmination of the vision,
hard work, and
strong will power.
School principal
Umesh
Kumar
Chhikara with his
modern ideology
proved to be a
great
guiding
force. Striking a
balance between
tradition
and
modernity are very precious to
him and are given importance.
The parents and the emeriti were
available to attended the occasion.
Students presented their thoughts

pur, the first Director of the school.
The old students articulated their
experiences and his influence on
their young minds. In an interview,
the first principal of the school Vinita Chaturvedi spoke affectionately
of the nascent days of the school,
when the school was taking shape.
The school paid a fitting tribute
to the indelible contribution and influence of Late R. C. Shekhar, a former principal and Director of the
school, presenting an interview of
his, from 2016, reflecting his
thoughts and advice. The programme also featured classical
dance performances; instrumental
music and vocal music recitals and
snippets of memoirs presented by
school alumni and present students.

dents how one is always stronger
than the bullies, how memories
are a source of power in life and
that each one of us has the ability to make a change. The team and
speakers made sure they uphold
the motto #LockedDownButNotKnockedDown.

and poured out
their love through
their voices. The house captains of
various houses namely – Kirti, Niti,
Shanti, and Pragati showcased their
feelings through visuals and words.
To sum up, the children of Fun

and Frolic activity were awarded
for scoring high percentage in the
activity based on GK, logical thinking, reasoning and Mathematical
Aptitude.

WINNING AND Rising to the occassion

GROWING A

T
grief towards strength.
Aditi Misra, Director Principal in her address urged the audience to unleash the power within them and to keep growing fearlessly. She appreciated every
speaker for overcoming the hurdles in their lives and told the stu-
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!

he Sri Ram College Of
Commerce conducted
MUN. 15 students of
Mount st. Mary’s School,
Delhi Cantt from classes VIIIXII participated as different
countries’ delegates in this
event. Chinni Singh (XI) got the
prize of Best News Reporter
along with a cash prize. Other
participants of the events got
a certificate of appreciation.
The event was a good learning
experience for the students
and was fruitful too.

mar Khera, (X) at
Cambridge
School, Noida has
designed two application for Android usersINDIA COVID-19 TRACKER
and COVID-19 TRACKER.
The First app is
named INDIA COVID-19
TRACKER. It shows Active, Confir med, Recovered and Deceased cases
of all the states with an
easy click. The app is
linked to the website of
the Indian Medical Association (IMA) and gets updated every hour.
The second app is named,
COVID 19 TRACKER. It
shows the data in the form of
a pie chart on the home page
with complete statistics of corona
cases globally. It contains a ‘track
country’ option. Clicking on it, one
can get a scrollable list of all countries affected by this virus. The user

can also search for the name of the
country by using the search option.
Its statistics get updated every day
as it is linked with the website of
WHO (World Health Organisation).

MY VISIT TO THE

ARMY GARRISON
S

ince childhood, I had
always dreamt of joining the Indian Army. I
have always been inspired by
how the armed force officers
talk, the way they present
themselves, and their discipline.
I had the privilege of
meeting the officers at the
military base at Mehdipatnam during a trip organised
by our school. It was a rare
opportunity where children like us are
given a

Winter
Dreaming of smooth,
clean and
Frosty white Christmas...
I woke up today to a
Light blue sky...
With the Sun shining...
And a cup of hot
chocolate in
My favourite mug to enjoy
First day of hopeful season
When it’s neither hot
nor humid
And I could feel a nip

in the air
Aah!! I smell fall...
Yellow, red n brown
are leaves...
Beautiful colours falling
from the trees.
Does this mean my favourite
season about to be here!!

chance to have a glimpse of
how our soldiers live their
lives irrespective of how the
conditions they
are in, how intense
the
training is or
how far they
may be from
their families.
We were
greeted by the
faculty members as they served hot crispy
samosas, mouth-watering
jalebis, and the famous Osmania biscuits of Hyderabad. We saw many beautiful natural spots like
the open air
medita-

BHAVIK KAUSHIK,
class X A, Nasr Boys School,
Gachibowli, Hyderabad

Yes. Winter is coming...!!

Gia Sachdev, X, GD Goenka
Public School, Dwarka

tion area, a pharmaceutical
garden and forest reserves.
We also visited the Mandir,
Masjid, and Gurdwara
(MMG) where one can see
that for a soldier,
his country is his
priority rather
than his religion.
I felt that I
belonged to
this place though
I was visiting it
for the first
time. I loved the experience
and it has strengthened my
resolve to join the forces. I
wish more such educational
trips are organised to provide us with more insight
into the life of our forces. I
felt very proud and elated.

Learning & Fun Unlimited

T

he school serves as the first
learning place for most of the
people. My school is my second home where I spend most of
my time. It gives me a platform to
grow better in life. My school is
not just about academics but also
gives equal priority to our holistic
development.
School is not just about
achievements but also about lasting friendships as we accomplish
tasks with team spirit. One of the
main reasons why I love my school
is that it does not measure

HARMEET KAUR, XII,
DAV Public School,
Sec 14 Faridabad

BAANI KAUR DHALL, XI,
St.Mark's School, Meera Bagh

totally different.
There are different clubs
including environment club, social
service group, water, and electricity saver club, cleanliness club, etc., which
everyone on the
make school life joysame scale.
ful and induce the
Music, dance,
qualities of a
drawing classes as
responsible citizen.
well as sports activity
The annual
fill us with energy and
sports day, interthe vivacity of mind,
house tournabody, and spirit.
ments, festival celeActually at home too we brations, picnics among other
play outdoor games
events make the school life so
but to indulge in
special. At the end of the year,
sports activity in we have a grand annual function
school under
which gives us an opportunity to
the supervision showcase our talent. With all
of coaches is this, school is truly fun!

PALAK ZALAVADIYA, class VII,
Shree Vasishtha Vidhyalaya, Surat

MYSHA WAQAR, XII, Hamdard Public School
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SIMPLY SPORTS

“Age is no barrier. It’s a limitation you put on your mind.”
Jackie Joyner-Kersee, former track and field athele

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2020

‘THIS TEAM MAY HAVE

’
RUN OUT OF JUICE
CSK head coach Stephen Fleming admitted his team might have run out of juice this season.
CSK are embracing one of their worst seasons in the history of IPL. The three-time
champions have so far managed to make it to the playoffs in all ten seasons that
they have been part of the tournament but this year the streak is likely to
come to an end. Here’s what went wrong for CSK...
Fair
enough,
this season we
weren’t really
there. Also the
youngsters, we
didn’t see the
spark to push the
guys.

MSD LOSING HIS
‘FINISHING TOUCH’

WHY CSK
FAILED TO
CLICK?

Dhoni came back to professional cricket after 14 months of sabbatical in the
ongoing IPL 2020. However, Dhoni, who
is regarded as the best finisher in the
world, hasn’t been up to the mark, failing to finish off games. In the match
against RR, he gave two Indian leggies
without international experience
Shreyas Gopal and Rahul Tewatia the
respect that Shane Warne would probably have got in his prime. Dhoni probably knew in his mind what he had to
do, but it was evident that his game
where he could churn out sixes at ease
has left him.

DISAPPOINTING
BATTING SHOW
MS Dhoni-led side has been disappointing with the bat. Even Dhoni had
conceded that a lot deliveries are being
left by his side’s batsmen in a format
which mostly rewards big shots. “Batting has been bit of a worry. We need
to do something about it. We can’t just
keep turning up...it is almost the same
thing that is happening maybe the individuals are different. Our batting has
lacked a bit of, you can say, power more
from the 6th over onwards.”

KRIS SRIKKANTH TEARS
INTO MS DHONI’S CSK
‘YOUNGSTERS’ COMMENT
Former India captain Kris
Srikkanth slammed Dhoni
for saying that youngsters
in his team lack spark

Many have questioned the Inclusion of
Kedar Jadhav in Playing XI

POOR FORM OF
INDIAN PLAYERS

‘THIS ONE IS AN
AGEING TEAM’

One of Chennai's biggest problems
this season has been the inability of
Indian players to absorb pressure.
While Ambati Rayudu did win CSK
the first game of the season against
Mumbai Indians, the likes of Kedar
Jadhav, Piyush Chawla, Ravindra
Jadeja (with the ball), etc. couldn't
quite produce the level of performances that were expected from them.

Led by a 39-year-old Mahendra Singh
Dhoni, CSK players’ average age is a
little over 30 and the team is often referred to as the league’s ‘Dad’s Army’.
“If you look at a couple of other factors, this one is an ageing team. Also,
the conditions...the spinners at this
stage are playing a small role but still
not playing the substantial role we are
used to,” said Fleming.

That was an atrocious comment.
It is so demotivating for youngsters. Will any youngster want to
play for CSK when a captain says stuff like
this? How can he make that statement?
How can he say that he is not able to find
a ‘spark’ in youngsters? What did you see
in Kedar Jadhav? I can’t understand.
Absolute rubbish. What spark is
there in Piyush Chawla?

Kris Srikkanth

‘Players may withdraw from
My role is to bat at
Barca not among Champions
tours due to bio-bubble burnout’ League favourites, says Koeman number five for now
Jos Buttler
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E

ngland’s players can withdraw from tours
if they feel playing in bio-secure bubbles
during the Covid-19 pandemic will take
a toll on their mental health, the country’s limited-overs captain Eoin Morgan has said.
England hosted West Indies, Pakistan and Australia after cricket’s restart in July, with the teams
restricted to playing in Manchester and
Southampton where the ECB had set up bubbles.
The Indian Premier League has set up a bubble
for players in the United Arab Emirates and similar curbs on movement will be in place with England expected to tour South Africa next month.

We’ve spoken about this as a team and we’ve
accepted that guys will come in and out of
the bubble as they feel it is affecting their mental
health. I do think we will see people pull out of tours.
That’s just going to be the reality of things.
Eoin Morgan, KKR captain

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
FOOTBALL QUIZ | Lionel Messi

Q1:

How many Ballon d'Or
awards has Lionel Messi

won?
a) Four ❑ b) Five ❑ c) Six ❑ d) Seven ❑
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FC Barcelona coach
Ronald Koeman with
Ansu Fati during a
match

Against which club did
Messi score the goal that
won Barça their first Club World Cup?

Q7:

a) Club Atlético River Plate ❑
b) Estudiantes ❑ c) Rosario Central ❑
d) Santos FC ❑

a) David Villa ❑ b) Fernando Torres ❑
c) Sergio Ramos ❑ d) Andrés Iniesta ❑

Q6:

Q2:

a) Four ❑ b) Five ❑ c) Six ❑ d) Seven ❑

Which club in Argentina
did Messi play for in his
Youth career?

Q3:

a) Rosario Central ❑ b) Newell's Old Boys ❑
c) Tiro Federal ❑ d) Belgrano de Rosario ❑

Q8:

At what age did Lionel
Messi cross the Atlantic
to try his luck in Barcelona, and
join the Under 14s.

Q4:

a) 32 ❑ b) 34 ❑ c) 30 ❑ d) 37 ❑

a) Seven ❑ b) Six ❑ c) Five ❑ d) Four ❑

How many times has
Messi been ‘Pichichi’ (top
scorer) in La Liga?

Q11:

a) Two times ❑ b) Seven times ❑
c) Three times ❑ d) Six times ❑

He ended 2012 with the
record number of goals
in a calendar year. How many goals
did he score?

Q12:

a) 91 ❑ b) 95 ❑ c) 97 ❑ d) 92 ❑

In which year did Messi
became the youngest player
ever to score in the league for Barça,
a record now held by Ansu Fati?

Q13:

a) 2004 ❑ b) 2005 ❑ c) 2006 ❑ d) 2007 ❑

a) Gold ❑ b) Silver ❑ c) Bronze ❑
d) None of the above ❑

Q9:

Messi made his first
appearance in an official
match on October 16, 2004, in
Barcelona’s derby win at the
Olympic Stadium. Against which
club did they play?

Q5:

How many times has
Lionel Messi been the
Champions League top scorer?

Q10:

a) Juventus ❑ b) Real Betis ❑
c) Espanyol ❑ d) Valencia ❑

Facebook

In 2018, Messi become the
Barcelona captain. From
whom did he take over?

The league title in 2019
saw Lionel Messi become
the most decorated footballer in
FC Barcelona history. How many
trophies does he have to his name?

a) 13 ❑ b) 14 ❑ c) 15 ❑ d) 16 ❑

How many European
Golden Shoes awards has
Lionel Messi won?

Barcelona coach Ronald Koeman believes his
side are not among the favourites to win this
season's Champions League with the
Catalans having made a stuttering start to
the new season.

Youtube

instagram

Lionel Messi played at
the Beijing Olympics,
and came home with which medal?

ANSWERS: 1- c) Six 2- c) six 3- b) Newell's Old
Boys 4- a) 13 5- c) Espanyol 6- b) Estudiantes
7- d) Andrés Iniesta 8- b) 34 9- b) 2005 10- b)
Six 11- b) Seven times 12- a) 91 13- a) Gold
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